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Abstract: This paper sought to advance an understanding of selected theories applicable to educational
disciplines and social sciences. The authors conducted a search on academic institutional repositories for
dissertations, theses and research papers across the globe. International databases such as JSTOR, Intellect
Journals Collection, and Science Direct were also searched by means of such terms and parameters as
theory, educational theories, social science theories and research theories. Google Scholar, Research Gate,
Academia, and Scopus were included in the search. The theories were then analyzed through cross-reference
with other existing literature for validation. Notes were simultaneously taken and bookended by critical
review of emerging trends. The study identified several theories which were grouped in themes based on
relatedness and applicability. The theories included intersectionality, Simple View of Reading,
Transformational Learning, and commognition. The article concludes that there is a lot of room for
theoretical mapping of educational research efforts. Specific recommendations are proposed to help enhance
the potency of education-related research.
Keywords: Theory, phenomena, research theories, educational theories, and social science theories.

1. INTRODUCTION
There is a convergence of opinion among various writers, that research is a process of discovering
new knowledge and building theory to advance a set of conceptual ideas (Nebeker etal., 2015). In the
educational realm, research is widely recognized as playing a critical role in discovering knowledge,
testing hypotheses and uncovering new relationships, associations or causal imperatives about various
aspects of education. This includes student learning, teaching and assessment methods, teacher
training, and classroom dynamics. Social science research answers several questions about human
interactions and behaviour. In both education and social sciences, research has relied on the use of
theories not only to help explain, predict, and understand phenomena but also to challenge and extend
existing knowledge within the limits of critical bounding assumptions (Labaree, 2009). Stewart and
Klein (2015) posit that all researchers should consider the theoretical basis for their studies very early
in the planning stage. When a researcher understands the employability of a theory in research, they
realise that their research processes would profoundly be improved in applicability, generalisability,
credibility, validity, precision and reliability. Theories are generally defined as statements about how
things are connected. They help researchers to recast their thinking. Glanz, Rimer, and Viswanath
(2008) assert that a theory is a set of claims about interrelatedness of concepts, definitions, and
propositions that explain or predict events. Bhattacherjee (2012: 14) describes a theory as “a set of
systematically interrelated constructs and propositions intended to explain and predict a phenomenon
or behaviour of interest, within certain boundary conditions and assumptions.” Theories are, thus,
applied in research and teaching to help in illuminating concepts, facts, and ideologies that are
encountered in everyday life world of a researcher. Their purpose is to explain why things happen as
they do around people.
Theories can be categorised into groups based on their nature, size, density, abstractness,
completeness, and quality. These categories are chiefly utilitarian such as psychological, sociological,
cultural, learning, innovative, systems-centred, human-centred, cognitive, and specialised theories.
Each category may further be subdivided into specific theories. For instance, learning theories refer to
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all those theories that deal with learning processes, such as behaviourism, cognitivism and
constructivism. Bélanger (2011:52) noted that “learning theories provide schemes of reference for
better understanding of learning processes, identifying the ways and conditions under which
individual adults may develop their capacity for action and expression”. Similarly, sociological
theories can further be split into three foundational sub-groups such as structural functionalism, social
conflict and symbolic interactionism (Spencer, 1898; Giddens, 1984). This means that each theory has
a specific relevance and importance of informing education decisions and practice (Richard, 2013).
1.1. Focus of the Study
The focus of this desk study was three-fold. The first part focused on identifying and describing
selected research theories which are applicable to educational disciplines and social sciences research.
The second part focused on tracing the origins and development of the selected theories and aligning
them to their main proponents. The third part focused on demonstrating how the selected theories can
inform and improve the quality and relevance of educational and social science research. All the three
parts have been discussed concurrently.
1.2. Theoretical Framework
This study was guided by the documentarist theory, which has two meanings. Firstly, documentarism
refers to the art or process of inventing, writing texts and recording. Secondly, the term refers to ways
of analysing written documents with a view of meeting some set objectives, including the genre of the
documents, articulating their components, and describing their effects and use in society (Bergman,
2009). According to Agrell (1997:1), “documentarism is an interweaving of two comprehensive
topics, the one presumably dealing with ways of inventing and writing texts and the other with ways
of imagining and analysing them”. This study applied documentarism using the second meaning that
deals with analysis of written documents with a view of extracting relevant information. In this case,
existing literature that used selected theories was analysed to ascertain the context in which the
theories were used.
2. METHOD
This paper surveyed theories applied in education and social sciences research by reviewing relevant
literature. Exploring these theories, analysing and synthesising them was crucial for developing a
better understanding on how they are applied to different disciplines. Searches for literature were
conducted on university (institutional) repositories to fetch dissertations, theses and research papers
across the globe. International databases such as JSTOR, Intellect Journals Collection, and Science
Direct were searched by means of such terms and parameters as theory, educational theories, social
science theories and research theories. These search efforts included outlets such as Google Scholar,
Research Gate, Academia, and Scopus. The theories collected from the existing literature were
analysed by cross referencing them for validation. Notes were simultaneously taken and bookended
by critical review of emerging trends. The authors proceeded to group identified related theories with
appropriate headings. Several theories were identified and closely reviewed to showcase their
applicability to educational and social sciences research.
3. RESULTS
Several theories related to education and social sciences were identified and contextualised. Some of
these theories such as constructivism and behaviourism were applicable to almost all disciplines while
others were applicable to specific disciplinary persuasions. Specialised social sciences can also use
certain theories from other disciplines such as psychology and sociology as observed by the
researchers of this study. This reminds us that compartmentalising the field of scholarship into various
departments, faculties or schools is largely a matter of convenience for researchers and students rather
than a reflection of intrinsic differences within the subject matter. When it comes to applying theories
in research, almost all our students and some more established researchers fail to underpin their
studies in relevant theoretical realms. It must be understood that the main objective of social science
research is to investigate social phenomena by using relevant theories to generate answers or solutions
to social issues. In education and social sciences, there is a dearth of literature regarding the
philosophy of epistemology, on what is true or false about social phenomena and what ought to be
done to give some research a focus and direction.
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3.1. Sociological and Psychological Theories
Sociological and psychological theories emerged as one of the key groups of theories applied in
education research. The two fields are related in the sense that they converge on two areas of human
behaviour and social interactions. Psychologists study how the mind influences behaviour, while
sociologists study the role of society in shaping behaviour (Fiske, 2001). The specific theories
embedded in these two theories include the following:
3.1.1. Structuralism (Structuralist Theory)
Structuralism sees society as having interrelated parts that work together for the good of society. This
theory gives more importance to the structure of something than its function. It is also considered as a
method of interpretation and analysis of aspects of human cognition, behaviour, culture, and
experience, which focuses on relationships of contrast between elements in a conceptual system.
Structuralism holds that all human activity and its products, even perception and thought itself, are
constructed and not natural, and that everything has meaning because of the language system in which
we operate. In the structural functionalist theory, there is a belief that, phenomena of human life are
not intelligible except through their interrelations. These interactions create relations which constitute
a structure that lead to abstract law formation (Blackburn, 2008). Structuralism implies elements of
human culture must be understood by way of their relationship to a broader, overarching system or
structure. It works to uncover the structures that underlie all the things that humans do, think,
perceive, and feel. Structuralism developed in the early 1900s by prominent thinkers such as Claude
Lévi-Strauss, linguist Roman Jakobson, and psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan. Researchers apply
structuralism in research to help in understanding how various components of the society are related.
3.1.2. Post-Structuralist Theory Categorized under Critical Tradition
The post-structuralism rejects the fundamental assumptions of structuralism, including the parameter
singularity of meaning and the stability of language. As Collinson (2006:182) asserts,
poststructuralists emphasize the multiplicity of meaning about such things as identity: “rather than
viewing the self as an objectifiable cognitive essence, poststructuralists argue that, identity processes
are fundamentally ambiguous and always in a state of flux and reconstruction.” Poststructuralists also
assert that the concept of „self‟ as a singular and coherent entity is largely fictional and mythical
because an individual‟s identity encapsulates opposing tensions and knowledge claims (Belsey,
2002). Thus, post-structuralists seek to disrupt the conceptions of static and stable identities and social
strata and instead propagates notions of identity as social processes that are in flux and, therefore,
capable of being changed in progressive ways. A key sub-theory in post-structuralism is discourse.
The discourse theory refers to a system of thoughts and texts composed of ideas, attitudes, courses of
action, beliefs and practices that systematically construct subjects and the worlds of which they speak.
McEwan defines it similarly as “the ensemble of social practices through which the world is made
meaningful” (2009: 121). In poststructuralist analysis, discourse refers to the ways in which language,
with its multiplicity of meaning, comes to construct the identities of people or subjects, institutions,
and cultures. For example, Larner (2000: 12) contended that discourse “constitutes institutions,
practices and identities in contradictory and disjunctive ways.” By this, Larner means the multiple,
shifting, fragmented, and constantly fluid way poststructuralists view identities. Discourse may
produce types of individuals or subjectivities through “surveillance systems that render individuals
calculable and confessional subjectivities that collude in their own subordination” (Collinson, 2006:
181). Being calculable implies that, in neoliberal governmentality, humans are viewed as entities that
can be measured or corrected (Chipindi, 2017). These theoretical perspectives may be utilized in
educational research across some myriad foci. For instance, identity research may view the self
through the poststructuralist lens to allow the emergence of interpretive frames that are not restrictive
(Chipindi and Vavrus, 2018). The use of these theories may help researchers increase our
understanding of the tenuous and layered nature of human interactions.
3.1.3. Theory of Intersectionality (Interpretive Tradition)
The Intersectionality theory states that the interconnectedness or the overlap of various social
identities such as race, class, sexuality, and gender can contribute to discrimination, oppression and
some form of disadvantage for an individual. In other words, the oppression and discrimination
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resulting from the overlap of an individual‟s various social identities is the central focus of the
intersectionality theory. The theory was coined in 1989 by Kimberlé Crenshaw. The theory is
applicable to those researches that attempt to understand the oppression, mistreatment, disadvantages
of certain groups of people in a society in comparison to another by virtual of their background, race,
gender, class and sexuality. Intersectionality is a concept in feminist theory that can help social
science students to explore, analyse and evaluate overlapping of various social phenomena related to
class, sexuality, and gender. The use of a feminist intersectionality concept by social research students
in education can contribute to the understanding of how the pedagogy and cognitive process in
teaching and learning in schools discriminates and oppresses girls and boys.
3.1.4. Labelling Theory (Interpretive Tradition)
The labelling theory was developed by (Becker, 1963). The theory contends that people tend to
conform to labels given to them by society. For instance, when one is labelled as a deviant by society,
they tend to engage in deviant behaviour. A Key concept in the labelling theory is the self-fulfilling
prophecy, defined by Robert Merton as “… in the beginning, a false definition of the situation,
evoking a new behaviour, which makes the originally false conception come true,” (Rist, 1968: 477).
When applied to the classroom, the concept explains how the labels that teachers give to students
affect their academic performance and behaviour. The labelling theory could be utilised in studies
with a focus on student behaviour and performance.
3.2. Theories of Literacy Development
Theories of literacy development explain the development of literacy and provide instructional
guidance to promote early literacy growth (Bowser, 2012). In the context of this study, theories on
literacy, and particularly reading, were selected and discussed for the interest of the readers.
3.2.1. Simple View of Reading (Interpretive Tradition)
The simple view of reading theory assumes that, the essence of reading is to comprehend the text
(Snowling and Hulme, 2005). Hoover and Gough (1990) proposed the simple view of reading (SVR),
a theoretical framework to explain reading acquisition in beginning readers. The theory posits that
listening, comprehension and decoding skills underpin reading comprehension. There is a
multiplicative positive reciprocal relationship between the reader‟s oral vocabulary and decoding or
word recognition in facilitating reading comprehension. Thus, reading comprehension (RC) is equal to
decoding (DC) multiplied by listening comprehension (LC); [RC = DC X LC]. According to Nation
(2005), learners cannot be expected to be good text comprehenders without adequate word recognition
skills and similarly, reading comprehension will fail if learners lack the linguistic
comprehension…put simply, both decoding and linguistic comprehension are necessary and neither
skill on their own is sufficient, if successful reading comprehension is to follow.
This theory is applied in research and education to partly explain why learners exhibit significant
reading difficulties in both second language and first language instruction. This is because reading
instructions are many times tailored for decoding the language, a medium for which majority of the
learners have little or no listening comprehension aptitude as it is only encountered in the classroom.
Learner‟s decoding knowledge does little to improve language text comprehension. Similarly, their
well-developed oral vocabulary fails to positively impact reading comprehension in pupils‟ familiar
languages. In most African countries, since most learners get into school with good listening
comprehension skills in their mother tongue, reading instructions should focus on enhancing decoding
skills for comprehension to develop well.
3.2.2. The Dual Route Theory of Reading (Critical Tradition)
The dual route theories of reading are assumptions or hypotheses about the cognitive building of the
information processing system that learners use for spellings and reading (Ziegler and Goswami,
2005). The dual route theories mean that written language processing is accomplished by two distinct
but interactive procedures that are referred to as the lexical and non-lexical routes (Rapcsak, Henry,
Teague, Carnahan, and Beeson, 2007). Beginning readers‟ ability to read is a function of the
orthographic transparency - consistency in letter-sound associations of the language under
consideration, and inadvertently impacts their developmental trajectories (Aro, 2006; Seymour, Aro
and Erskine, 2003). According to Share (2008), the English orthography has idiosyncratic spellingInternational Journal of Humanities Social Sciences and Education (IJHSSE)
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sound correspondences with words ranging from those exhibiting phonetically regular spellings (for
example, go, hat) to more irregular constructions (for example, choir, pseudo). Joshi, Treiman,
Carreker, and Moats (2008) stated that while decoding words obeying the spelling-sound
correspondence rules may be easy, reading irregularly-spelled words (choir, pseudo) and
discriminating between homophones (head-heard, cite-sight, sail-sale) requires additional knowledge
for unconventional clusters. Therefore, to explain how beginning readers manage to decode words that
conform to conventional spellings and those that do not, Coltheart (1978) suggested the dual route
theory of loud word reading. This theory is premised on the assumption that proficient reading relies
on two information processing pathways which are invoked based on the orthographic transparency of
the word being decoded. Due to the idiosyncrasies of, say, the English orthography, skilled readers
internalise orthographic representations of frequently encountered irregularly-spelled words for
subsequent lexical retrieval, whereas regularly spelled words are decoded phonetically at the sublexical level by relying on the readers‟ letter-sound correspondence knowledge. Man is and Bailey
(2008: 150) stated that, “The dual-route model proposes that skilled readers use the lexical procedure
to pronounce familiar words, including words that violate typical spelling sound correspondence
rules… the sub-lexical procedure is used to pronounce familiar and unfamiliar regular words, and to
pronounce nonsense words.”
Conversely, fluent reading is achieved by successfully switching between the lexical and sub-lexical
routes depending on the orthographic depth of the word being read. Authorities in the field hailed the
dual route theory as an influential model in explaining sight word recognition (Lukatela and Turkey,
1998) and ranked it highly as being among “the most prolific theories in modern cognitive
psychology” (Share, 2008: 557). Findings from cross-language studies on reading development reveal
achievement gaps seemingly induced by diversity in orthographic transparency among alphabetic
writing systems (Seymour etal., 2003); with children immersed in transparent orthographies (for
example, Finnish and Spanish) achieving reading ceiling in decoding within the first year of formal
learning compared to English novices who have struggles until their third year of study. This theory
can be applied in research to help explain why some words may be difficult to read than others for
children and adults, due to differences in phoneme grapheme correspondence visa-vis sight and nonsighted words.
3.2.3. Psycholinguistic Grain Size Theory (Critical Tradition)
Although the dual route theory of reading has received positive reviews and used as a reliable
framework in theorising word recognition, reading development, dyslexia, and spelling proficiency, it
is not without its critics weaknesses. Prominent among its many weaknesses is that orthographic
transparency cannot be viewed as a lexical versus sub-lexical dichotomy because of the range of sizes,
complexity, and predictability of orthographic granules that writing systems present (Aro and
Wimmer, 2003; Share, 2008). Therefore, Ziegler and Goswami (2005) proposed the psycholinguistic
grain size theory (PGST), a theoretical framework intended to explain how novices read “straightforward and unambiguous mapping between the two domains” (p. 3) - that is the lexical versus sublexical domains. Instead of exclusively relying on the two routes, this framework postulates that
orthographic units lie on the continuum of grain-sized elements stretching from small to large grain
sizes [i.e., letters (a, l, m, z), graphemes (ph,ch,psy), rimes (all in ball, aw in claw), syllable (gr, asp),
to words (choir, quartet)], which pose decoding challenges (Goswami, 2003). Thus, depending on
orthographic transparency, readers constantly keep switching between small and large grain sizes (Aro
and Wimmer, 2003).
According to the PGST framework, to manipulate spelling-to-sound mappings successfully, beginner
readers have to overcome three challenges related to a) availability of the knowledge of the
connections between orthographic units and phonological units prior to reading, b) degree of
consistency in orthographic units with multiple pronunciations and phonological units with multiple
spellings, and c) the increase in granularity of orthographic units required to access phonological
systems has corresponding incremental effect on the number of units. This is because “there are more
words than there are syllables, more syllables than there are rimes, more rimes than there are
graphemes, and more graphemes than there are letters” (Ziegler and Goswami, 2005: 3), each
presenting varying degrees of availability, consistency, and granularity.
Varieties in grain sizes have significant implications on the developmental trajectories of reading
among bilinguals (Aro and Wimmer, 2003; Seymour etal., 2003), especially for children learning in
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orthographically contrasting writing systems, such as English and any Zambian language. In Zambia,
children are confronted with varying challenges of availability, consistency, and granularity when
acquiring reading skills in either a local or the English language. However, the problems may be acute
in the English language because availability is obscured by inconsistencies in its phonological system,
the large grain sizes exponentially increases the number of units that novices must learn. On the other
hand, due to the transparency of Zambian language orthographies, novices only grapple with
availability challenges at the beginning of instructions, but its consistency and the small grain sizes
makes the acquisition of reading skills bearable once the alphabetic principle is mastered (Kaani,
2014). In fact, the PGST framework may provide a plausible explanation for researchers in drawing
discrepancies observed in reading achievement between local languages and English (Nkamba and
Kanyika, 2000; Chikalanga, 1991; Serpell, 1978), and may be a panacea to the problems negatively
affecting literacy programmes in most African countries if harnessed appropriately in developing
remedial interventions.
3.2.4. Translanguaging Theory (Interpretive)
Translanguaging is a theory which support bilingual or multilingual speakers to use their languages
simultaneously as part of a communication process. The scope of translanguaging is premised on the
following assumptions; (a) for multilingual speakers, languages are viewed as part of their repertoire
or assets that they can access and use in their communication; (b) languages are not detached and
separated but form an integrated system for people to use; (c) multilingual competence emerges out of
local practices where multiple languages are negotiated for communication; (d) competence doesn‟t
consist of separate competencies for each language, but a multicompetence that functions
symbiotically for the different languages in one‟s repertoire; and, (e) proficiency for multilinguals is
focused on repertoire building using available languages known to them by developing abilities in the
different functions served by different languages rather than total mastery of each and every language
independently (Canagarajah, 2011:1).
The translanguaging theory was developed by Cen Williams in 1994 and popularised by scholars such
as Colin Baker (Baker, 2006), Creese and Blackledge (2010); García (2009), and García and Wei
(2014). Martínez (2015: 177) noted that, “the term „translanguaging‟ derives from Colin Baker‟s
translation of the Welsh term trawsieithu that originally referred to the pedagogical practice of
students writing in one language and then reading in another”. Using available languages in
multilingual classes to facilitate learning is what (García and Wei, 2014:39) described as using
languages for educational purposes that "creates a social space that goes beyond linguistic structures".
The translanguaging theory is applied in educational research interchangeably with other terms such
as code switching, bilingualism, multilingualism and language shift to help in understanding language
use in bilingual and multilingual classes, learners and teachers‟ beliefs and ideologies about language
teaching and learning, impact of language policy on minority groups and other related topics. The
Translanguaging theory promote language in complementation and not in competition where the
weaknesses of one language is supplemented by another.
3.2.5. Emergent Literacy Theory
The emergent literacy theory states that there are aspects of literacy behaviours, skills, ideas,
knowledge, and attitudes which children informally acquire before they formally get into classroom
which facilitates the acquisition of conventional reading and writing skills. Emergent readers
demonstrate literacy related skills, knowledge, and attitudes which are precursors to conventional
reading and writing skills (Mkandawire, 2018). Emergent literacy theorists believe that children‟s
listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills which children experience in the home set up are all
interrelated and that they are strengthened by literacy rich home environments (Kaunda, 2019).
Components of a literacy rich home environment that promote literacy in children include; having
books and print materials available in the home with caregiver‟s reading, allowing children to scribble
by providing platforms. Emergent literacy theorists believe that literacy development starts in the
maternity ward (birth) to when children can read and write, and in some cases, it is ongoing. The
theory was developed by Marie Clay in 1967. Emergent literacy theory is applicable in research to
help understand a variety of literacy behaviours associated with children such as forms of emergent
literacy taken to school, teaching and learning materials for children, designing activities liked by
children and learner catered teaching strategies in early grades.
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3.2.6. Stage Models of Reading Theory
This theory states that by knowing the level or stage where learners are in, teachers can plan better for
the educational needs of the learner. Stage models theorists such as Frith (1985), Ehri (1991), and
Gough, Joel and Griffith (1992), believe that children‟s reading is in stages of word identification and
that learners increase the number of strategies used during reading as their reading skills develop.
Lower staged reading strategies remain available to a reader as they incorporate more difficult reading
skills in later stages. There are four stages of Word Identification: Pre-Alphabetic, Partial Alphabetic,
Full Alphabetic and Consolidated Alphabetic (Morrow and Tracy, 2012).
The Pre-Alphabetic Stage (Logographic Stage) is where learners use visual cues as primary method of
word identification, might memorize words by their shape or “look”, use of environmental print and
logos, and word Identification is not yet related to letter – sound knowledge. Class activities rely on
contextual information such as colouring, print fonts and logos. Partial Alphabetic Stage, per Godwin
etal. (2013), uses “phonetic cue reading” where a word may be associated with a letter it starts with
followed by two or more letters. The Full Alphabetic Stage is where learners rely more on letter –
sound knowledge. A learner tries to process all the letters in a word and may become tied to letter-byletter reading which slows down the reading process. Class activities for Literacy here includes:
Puzzles, Word Card Games, Magnetic Letters, Alphabet Books. Magazine Search, Letter Bingo and
Word Sort: Beginning, Middle, and End Sound. The consolidated Alphabetic Stage is automatic
knowledge of letter - sound relationships. Students read letter patterns within words and they use word
family knowledge to aid the reading process. Activities for Literacy include word Wheels, Word
Family Sorts, Poetry, and Flip Books (Gunning, 2010). The stage models of reading are applied in
research to help understand which aspects are learned early by early grade learners followed by which
skills, can also help in classroom activities associated with each stage of a learner, and the progress
learners are making in class.
3.3. Learning Theories
Learning theories explains how learners absorb, process, and retain knowledge during learning (Illeris,
2004; Ormrod, 2012). Therefore, learning theory and learning-theory based research provide
important insights into what makes learners effective and efficient learners. Sackney and Mergel
(2007: 67) assert that “theories in educational organisations provide a way of seeing and analyzing
teaching, leading and learning more accurately and deeply than one otherwise could.” In this section,
selected theories of learning have been presented and discussed.
3.3.1. The Commognition Theory
Commognition is a theory of learning which states that thinking is communicating and one learns to
communicate by participating in a discourse. This implies that a person learning become a better
participant in practices or discourses, which is different from developing more sophisticated structures
in the mind (Sfard, 2008). The theory was developed by Sfard (2007) who explained that learning
entails use of increasingly better concepts and skills in practice, in interaction with other people and
resources rather than acquisition of increasingly better concepts. The theory can be applied in various
fields of study. For instance, in mathematics, from a discursive perspective, mathematics is viewed as
a set of related discourses, and learning mathematics implies developing proficiency in the discourse
of mathematics. According to Sfard (2008: 161) mathematics is a multilayered recursive structure of
discourse–about–discourse, and its objects, therefore, are, in themselves, discursive constructs.
Discourses carry with them objects, visual mediators, routines and narratives (Sfard, 2007). Sfard
further noted that a narrative is any text, spoken or written, that is framed as a description of objects
or of relations between objects or activities with or by objects and that is subject to endorsement or
rejection, that is, to being labelled true or false. Sfard (2008:161) states that “some familiarity with the
objects of the discourse seems a precondition for participation, but at the same time participation in
the discourse is a precondition for gaining this familiarity”. This implies that learning is participation.
This process is complex and often results into what Sfard (2008: 161) refers to as commognitive
conflict which is “the encounter between interlocutors who use the same mathematical objects or
signifiers (words or written symbols) in different ways or perform the same mathematical tasks
according to differing rules”. This can also be explained in terms of the old and the new discourse in
that when the new discourse appears, the old discourse could be persistent and this might result into
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the hybridization of a discourse which neither resembles the new or old discourse (Sfard, 2008). Thus,
systematically contradictory narratives will arise.
Visual mediators are means with which participants of discourses identify the object of their talk and
coordinate their communication (Sfard, 2007: 571). Examples of visual mediators include formulae,
graphs, drawings and diagrams. According to Sfard, all discursive communication is visually
mediated even if the mediators are not obviously present in the discourse; they are most likely being
used by participants to create narratives. They are not an aid to learning but are part and parcel of the
discourse. Routines are well defined repetitive patterns in the interlocuters‟ actions, characteristic of a
given discourse (Sfard, 2007: 572). These include procedures and mathematical practices such as
looking for similarities and differences, and hence generalize and justify. How and when routines are
generated should be the focus (Sfard, 2008). The how of the routine is during actions, and the when as
in its applicability and closure conditions. Applicability conditions signal to the participant to use the
routine, and closure condition signal to the participant that the routine has been successfully
performed. With this view, two learners might seem to have the same performance and yet they are
using different routines set apart by applicability and closure conditions (Sfard, 2008). Researches that
apply the theory of commognition use it in understanding how learning of mathematics occurs from
the discursive perspective. However, the theory has been critiqued in the sense that the use of
communication has departed from its linguistic form.
3.3.2. Constructive Description and Social Activity Theory
The theory of description and social activity can enable the understanding of legitimate texts across
curriculum, assessment, textbook, and the classroom. Dowling (1998) elaborates Bernstein‟s (1996)
notion of classification to examine mathematical textbooks. He argues that examining both form of
expression (symbols, conventions and notations) which mathematical tasks take and the content
(academic or everyday/non-academic) which mathematical tasks draw from is key to determining
classification of mathematical texts. Sometimes Dowling uses context to mean content. He states that
a non-mathematical content has a different context from mathematics. For example, the economic
practice of running a café and the domestic practice of shopping. As illustrated in Figure 1, if the
domain of practice is esoteric then the form of expression and the context are mathematical and
classification at both levels is strong. The public domain of practice is referred to when the form of
expression and the context are non-mathematical (the everyday non-academic knowledge). Hence,
classification is weak. Dowling asserts that both the descriptive and expressive domains of practice
draw from the esoteric and the public domains. The descriptive domain occurs when the form of
expression is strongly classified, so mathematical and the context from which the text draws is nonmathematical, and, therefore, the classification is weak. The expressive domain is because of weak
classification at the level of form of expression used and strong classification at the level of context.

Figure1: Dowling’s domains of practice.
Source: Dowling, 1998: 135
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This theory could be used to understand mathematics classroom interactions. Therefore, it is
concerned with the development of higher mental functions.
3.3.3. The Adult Learning Theory
The adult learning theory is interwoven within the historical development of adult learning, which
emerged both as a field of practice and an academic discipline in the 1920s and popularised in the
1960s (Darkenwald and Merriam, 1982; Merriam, 2001). As a field of practice, it is driven by the
need to provide lifelong learning opportunities to the youth and adults (Alidou and Glanz, 2015), in
different sociocultural contexts (Rogers and Street, 2012). As an academic discipline, the adult
learning theory is concerned with conducting research for purposes of informing theory and practice:
mainly on aspects that are related to factors and conditions that support and constrain adult learning
programmes (Bélanger, 2011; Merriam, Caffarella, and Baumgartner, 2012). One fundamental model
has been andragogy, complimented by the humanistic, experiential and transformation learning
theories. These are pillars of the adult learning theory, because in part they emerged out of adult
learning research and resonate an in-depth understanding of the adult learners and their associated
learning processes.
Andragogy is attributed to the work of Malcolm Knowles who embarked on research in the 1920s to
explore teaching and learning among adults. The model involves four key assumptions about adult
learners, which are: (1) adult learners are self-directed learners. They often take control of their
learning, by setting their own learning goals and targets, decide on the mode or method of learning
and evaluate their progress (Brookfield, 1995). However, some adult learners may need help to do this
as they may lack courage and confidence. (2) Adult learners possess loads of life experiences that are
a resource for learning. This is crucial for both research and teaching because life experiences have
been known to both facilitate and hinder learning in many adult learning situations (Knowles, 1970;
Knox, 1986; Kolb, 2014). (3) Adult learners are also known to become ready to learn (formal
learning) when they see the necessity and relevance to do so, and (4) they tend to be problem-centred
learners, in the sense that they are motivated to learn to solve the everyday problems (Harris, 2003;
Knowles, 1970).
The andragogic model, therefore, informs the pedagogy of adult learning that life experiences are a
foundation for teaching and learning. In applying this model to research in education, all the four
areas are crucial, although in situated cases a selection may be necessary. For example, a researcher
can choose to frame the study on one or two of the assumptions depending on the focus and purpose
of the study. This is to say that research that is informed by andragogy takes the theoretical and
methodological orientation that is anchored on the real-life experiences of the research participants as
a resource for the generation of knowledge. Therefore, the adult learning theory fundamentally is both
a theoretical and methodological basis for conducting research, teaching and learning in the field of
adult education. It is a knowledge base that is constituted by different sets of principles, theories and
models.
3.3.4. Behaviorism Theory
Behaviourism is a learning theory that focuses on objectively observable behaviours and discounts
any independent activities of the mind (Weegar etal., 2012). According to Anderson, Redder, and
Simon (1998: 228), “one of the salient features of behaviourist movement as a psychological theory
was to reject the idea of mental structures and to assert that one could understand human thinking
wholly in terms of external behaviour.” Behaviourism is the oldest of the learning theories. Mergel
(1998) traces it back to Aristotle, although the development of the theory is attributed to John B.
Watson who, in 1913, coined the term behaviourism when he wrote an article entitled „Psychology as
the behaviourist views it.‟ This article set out several underlying assumptions regarding methodology
and behavioural analysis. Other renowned behaviourists are Ivan Pavlov, B. F. Skinner and Edward
Thorndike.
Behaviourism in psychology was subsequently replaced by cognitivism. The new theory demonstrated
that one could understand behaviour only by postulating mental structures and processes. However,
many of the paradigms and methodologies from the behaviourist era have been carried over, often
much modified and augmented, to modern cognitive psychology (Anderson et al., 1998: 228). The
theory is applicable to educational research as it is often used by teachers in positive
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and negative reinforcement, shaping techniques in treatments of human disorders in psychology and
special education including autism, phobias, anxiety disorders, substance abuse and antisocial
behaviour (Winkler, 1971). It is also often used by teachers who use associative teaching, reward or
punish student‟s desirable and undesirable behaviours, respectively.
3.3.5. Social Learning Theory (Interpretive Tradition)
Social learning theory, also characterised as social cognitive theory, stemmed out of the Neal E.
Miller and John Dollard in 1941. It was expanded upon and theorised by Albert Bandura, a CanadianAmerican psychologist. The theory posits that people learn from one another, through observation,
imitation, and modelling. According to Bandura (1977), people learn through observing others‟
behaviour, attitudes, and outcomes of those behaviours. Individuals that are observed are called
models. The role models in society include parents, characters on children‟s TV, friends and teachers
at school (McLeod, 2016). Social learning theory suggests that people are not merely products of their
environment (as suggested by behaviourism) nor are they driven to behave as they do solely by
internal forces (as proposed by cognitivism) (Taylor and MacKenney, 2008). The theory has often
been called a bridge between behaviourist and cognitive learning theories because it encompasses
attention, memory, and motivation. It is also related to Vygotsky‟s Social Development Theory and
Lave‟s Situated Learning, which also emphasise the importance of social learning (David, 2019). The
theory is applicable in researches that attempt to understand human learning, social behavior and other
social topics. It has been used in many disciplines and sub-disciplines in education including,
sociology of education, community education/learning, situated literacy learning and so forth. Again,
the experts in this theory can help us to elaborate this theory brief but on point while emphasizing its
application to education research.
3.3.6. Constructivism (Critical Tradition)
Constructivist theory states that humans construct knowledge and meaning from their experiences.
The theory is used across disciplines for different purposes. Constructivism is a new rationalist
movement within education which “evolved from dissatisfaction with traditional Western theories of
knowledge” (Yilmaz, 2008: 161). As such, w hile the philosophical assumptions underlying both the
behavioural and cognitive theories are primarily objectivistic, the philosophical assumptions for
constructivism are fundamentally subjective or interpretive (Adom, Yeboah, and Ankrah, 2016). As a
learning and epistemological theory, constructivism explains how people might acquire knowledge
and learn (Mascolol and Fischer, 2005), proposing that knowledge is a function of how the individual
creates meaning from his or her own experiences (Jonassen, 1991). The major position of
constructivism is that people construct their own understanding and knowledge of the world, through
experiencing things and reflecting on those experiences. When people encounter something new, they
reconcile it with their previous ideas and experience, maybe changing what they believe, or maybe
discarding the new information as irrelevant. In any case, humans are active creators of their own
knowledge (Educational Broadcasting Corporation, 2004). In constructivism as a learning theory, the
teacher‟s role is to help students to construct knowledge rather than to reproduce a series of facts.
Constructivism covers a wide range of positions, some which are mutually contradictory or just
attempt to bring the new theoretical insights of cognitive psychology into education (Anderson etal.,
1998: 229). As a continuum, cognitivism has several theoretical positions, the main ones being
cognitive constructivism, social constructivism, and radical constructivism.
Cognitive constructivism represents one extreme end of this constructivist continuum. Based on the
work of Jean Piaget, a well-known French Swiss developmental psychologist, the theory proposes that
humans cannot be given information, which they immediately understand and use; instead, humans
must construct their own knowledge (Piaget, 1953, cited in Powell and Kalina (2009: 242). The
pinnacle of cognitive constructivism is the assertion that each learner interprets experiences and
information in the light of their extant knowledge, their stage of cognitive development, their cultural
background, their personal history, and so forth.
Radical constructivism (RC) represents the opposite end of the constructivist continuum from
cognitive constructivism (Doolittle, n.d.; Anderson etal., 1998). Coined by Ernst von Glasersfeld in
1974, it is the idea that all learning must be constructed (rather than perceived through the senses), and
that there is no utility or meaning in instruction that is teacher or textbook driven (Riegler, 2004).
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The theory emphasises interactive learning, discovery learning, learning in complex situations, and
learning in social contexts (Anderson etal., 1998).
Social constructivism lies somewhere between the transmission of knowable reality of the cognitive
constructivists, and the construction of a personal and coherent reality of the radical constructivists
(Doolittle, n.d.). Its epistemological emphases lead to defining principles that maintain the social
nature of knowledge, and the belief that knowledge is the result of social interaction and language
usage, and thus is a shared, rather than an individual experience (Prawatt and Floden, 1994).The
theory also explains how social collaboration and language can impact on the development of higher
mental functions of a child through the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) (Chaiklin, 2003), that
is, how the more competent assist the young and the less competent to reach the level where they
would reflect more abstractly about the nature of things (Vygotsky, 1979). McLeod, (2019) explains
that some skills are too difficult for a child to master on his/her own but can be done with guidance
and encouragement from a knowledgeable person. Closely related to the concept of the ZPD is that of
scaffolding. The term scaffolding (sometimes known as instructional scaffolding) was introduced by
David Wood, Jerome Bruner and Gail Ross, as a metaphor for the processes by which a more
competent partner enables a less competent partner to carry out a task or solve a problem that the
latter would be unable to complete alone (Gray and Feldman, 2004: 111). Wood etal. (1976) described
scaffolding as consisting essentially of the more competent partner‟s controlling those elements of the
task that are initially beyond the learner‟s capacity, thus permitting him to concentrate upon and
complete only those elements that are within his range of competence. As the learner becomes
increasingly skilled, the contribution of the more competent partner is reduced - the scaffold is
removed, bit by bit - until the learner‟s performance can stand alone (Gray and Feldman, 2004).
The main proponents of constructivism are John Dewey, Jerome Seymour Bruner, Jean Piaget, and
Lev Semyonovich Vygotsky. John Dewey (1933 - 1998) is often cited as the philosophical founder of
constructivism. He is known for creative and collaborative learning (Reece, 2013, : 320). Jerome
Seymour Bruner (1915 – 2016) is considered the chief theorist among the cognitive constructivists
and is known for discovery learning (Bada, 2015). Jean Piaget (1896-1980) is known for cognitive
development theory (Ackermann, 2001) while Lev Semyonovich Vygotsky (1896-1943) is the major
theorist among the social constructivists. He is well-known for his articulation of the development of
higher order mental function in the zone of proximal development and social construction (Vygotsky,
1978; Gergen, 1995).
Researchers and students from different fields apply constructivism in different contexts. For instance,
in science and mathematics, they frequently apply cognitive, radical and social constructivism. A
review of students‟ dissertations and theses shows that the constructivism was narrowly linked to
learner-centered strategies and that was generally considered as the most effective theory to inform
teaching and learning science. One other attribute of constructivist theory as used by students
concerns strategies for implementing the science and mathematics curriculum which include use of
laboratory apparatus and use of learner-centered methodologies among other strategies.
Constructivism was viewed as a process-oriented inquiry method of teaching of science and
mathematics. In most cases, the students start by describing the general themes on social
constructivism and then proceed to discussing general constructivism which touches on many aspects.
3.4. African Indigenous Knowledge Theories
3.4.1. Communalism
The coinage of the term communalism is accredited to a libertarian socialist, Murray Bookchin.
Communalism usually refers to a system that integrates communal ownership of highly localised
communities (Bookchin, 2006). In an African indigenous society, communalism is an important
element of existence and is part of the indigenous belief of indivisibility of reality (Shroff, 2011). As
Owusu-Ansah and Mji (2013: 30) put it, “the spirit of the African worldview includes wholeness,
community and harmony which are deeply embedded in cultural values”. For example, this theory is
often applied to participatory action research in community education and development within the
field adult learning (Daines, 1993). Its application is informed by the idea that a “person becomes
human only during others and seeks both individual and collective harmony as the primary task in the
process of becoming a true person.” Communalism brings a child within the community; the child
becomes a communal property as soon as he/she is born. Bringing up children is the responsibility of
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the whole community. This is the basis of Foster‟s (2000) assertion that “there is no such thing as an
orphan in Africa”. The child acquires a common spirit of working and living in common.
Consequently, education is also a communal affair; learners receive instructions from everyone. It is
the whole life of the community and it has no special time of a day or life when it takes place (Mushi,
2009). This is at variance with modern education which has been formalised to an extent that children
cannot take anything as education if it is done outside a classroom (Maira and Kauka, 2018). We
should relate this theory to a specific discipline in education. I have provided an example on how we
use it in adult leaning through participatory action research.
3.4.2. Functionalism (Positivism)
The functionalist theory states that each aspect of a system or society depend on each other as they
contribute to the overall stability and functioning of that system or society. Functionalism is the belief
that a social pattern is best understood in terms of its consequences for, and functions in each society
(Audu and Osuala, 2014). The theory describes society as a system of interconnected parts that work
together in harmony to maintain a state of balance and social equilibrium for the whole (Mooney,
Knox, and Schacht, 2007). Unlike structuralism which places more importance on the structure of a
phenomenon, functionalism puts emphasis on the function of a phenomenon. When thought about as
an aspect of African indigenous knowledge, functionalism is what makes education functional or
pragmatic. It offers a way to transmit a society‟s knowledge, skills, and values to its youth which
enables them to perform or do duties assigned to them. This is the crux of social philosophy and
critical pedagogy in Africa. The role of education is to prepare children for their future role in the
community as father or mother and relevant socio-economic activities (Mushi, 2009; Kasulwe, 2014).
Every child has an opportunity to learn through apprenticeship and tutorship provided by the parents
and village elders. Maira and Kauka (2018: 113) were of the view that whatever is learnt should
enable the learner to adapt in the environment, not only as a matter of instinct but intelligently so and
any research utilizing this theory must consider such issues seriously.
3.4.3. Holisticism (or Holism)
Holism is an ancient epistemological term which has its origin in the Greek word holos (meaning „all,
whole, entire‟). A theory with contemporary application, holism posits that parts of a whole are in
intimate interconnection, such that they cannot exist independently of the whole, or cannot be
understood without reference to the whole (Hewson, 2015: 12). According to Christakis (2012), the
theory suggests that unified ‘wholes’ have value and being which is inherently different from, and
cannot be reduced to, the sum of their individual parts. Whichever system of reference, it should be
viewed as wholes, not just as a collection of parts (Auyang, 1999; Oshry, 2008). The term is attributed
to Jan Christiaan Smut (1870-1950), a South African philosopher, although its roots within Western
philosophy go back to the German thinker George Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831), who
insisted that „the truth is the whole‟ (Encyclopedia of Science and Religion, 2003).
Regarding education, holism serves as a facet of an African indigenous knowledge system which
approves an all-round person in terms of life, ranging from social features, cultural traits, economic
character and political frame (Mwinzi, 2015). In other words, African indigenous education focuses
on learning in its totality or holistically, that is, learners are taught to be all round or are prepared in
diverse fields of life (Kanu, n.d., cited in Maira and Kauka, 2018). Specialisation only comes after the
learners have acquired all the basic knowledge, skills and values required of them by the society.
Based on this assumption, it can be stated that indigenous education requires learners to acquire
multiple skills and master them all. Kasulwe (2014) calls this multiple learning.
Regarding research and education, holism can be applied contemporarily to any phenomenon and its
determinants. The theory suggests that there is value in considering factors that influence a
phenomenon together as integrated wholes, in addition to consideration of individual components
(Michaelson etal., 2006). Implying that in education, children should be taught the various aspects
that surrounds their lives and research should equally impinge on the same issues.
3.4.4. Preparedness or Preparationism
Parker (1976/1977: 259-260) explains that preparationism originally related to a process by which the
penitent in church was gradually brought to realise his/her absolute need of and dependence on God‟s
free grace for salvation. In psychology, the theory of preparedness states that organisms which learned
to fear environmental threats faster had a survival and reproductive advantage (Seligman, 1971). In its
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current usage, the theory conceives that education should prepare children to become useful members of
the community (Kasulwe, 2014). Based on this proposition, preparationism posits that the role of education
is to equip the learner with skills appropriate to their gender in preparation for their distinctive roles (and
survival) in society (Maira and Kauka, 2018). This does not only guarantee continuity in the supply of such
specific services but also ensures that there is no unemployment in society. Therefore, research that is
underpinned by this theory is concerned with generating knowledge on how people prepare for different
situations and events in life and what it takes to prepare.

3.4.5. Perennialism
Perennialism is a theory that postulates that teachers should teach the things that are of everlasting
relevance to all the people everywhere. The biggest proponents of perennialism in education were
Robert Hutchins and Mortimer Adler. According to Hutchins (1954), “the objective of education is to
prepare the young to educate themselves throughout their lives.” For indigenous people, the role of
perennialism then is to ensure the continuity of a cultural heritage (Kasulwe, 2014). Indigenous
African societies may use perennial education as an important and necessary tool for preserving the
status quo of their ethnic groups. Thus, perennial education has a conservative nature. Maira and
Kauka (2018) explain that there are some content areas in learning (knowledge, values and skills) that
are not bound by time or place. They were equally relevant in the past as they are relevant today and
will be so in future. Content which exhibits the conception of timelessness must be taught by
education. Thus, progressive ideas or questioning beliefs or culture may sometimes be severely
punished, and at the extreme, one may even get ostracized and outcast from a community.
3.4.6. Vitalism
The difference between indigenous and modern or Western knowledge is the epistemology the two
use. While western science commits to empirical testing and theory building, indigenous knowledge
concerns itself with vitalism, the idea that life is not explainable solely by the laws of physics and
chemistry, but also by the presence of a vital life-force (Hewson, 2015: 12). Vitalism as a school of
science dates from Aristotle, but Lazzaro Spallanzani (1729-1799), an Italian physiologist, is known
to have made important contributions to the development of holism. Ontologically, African
indigenous people believe in the existence of a universe which consists of both the physical and the
spiritual (metaphysical). They practice diverse spiritual traditions in the way they exercise their
indigenous religions, beliefs and rites that relate to themselves and to all other living beings, an
indication that they believe in the presence of a vital life-force. This theory helps in providing
alternative explanation and understanding of life force.
3.4.7. Indigenous Standpoint Theory
The indigenous standpoint theory (IST) purport that, when working or researching in a community,
there is need to involve and respect the ethos of the local people culturally, socially, spiritually, and
morally, and that, actions should be done by indigenous people for their own benefit. Nakata (2007)
who is also a proponent defined indigenous standpoint theory as a method of inquiry, a process for
making more intelligible, “the corpus of objectified knowledge about us” as it emerges and organizes
understanding of our lived realities. “Indigenous standpoint theory explores actualities of the
everyday…from within that lived experience rather than deploying predetermined concepts and
categories for explaining experiences” (Kwaymullina, 2017:15). In IST, it is expected that the
ontology and epistemology of the work or research must reflect the ethos of the local people who
should benefit from such indigenous knowledge as it is their resource and therefore, no person should
claim ownership. The theory can be used in research and education to conscientise local people on
issues affecting them.
4. CONCLUSION
The article has presented and discussed twenty-two theories covering various fields guiding students
and researchers on how they can apply these theories in research and in education. The choice of
which theory to use in research is determined by the nature of the study the focus being addressed. A
wise selection of a theory may guide a researcher in a far more reaching way by making the processes
easy to understand. It is recommended that researchers chose theories carefully and let it be reflected
in various parts of the research project. If the theory chosen fails to do so, it could be that it is not
appropriate for the study and therefore, re-thinking may be required.
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